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A complete menu of Saigon Bistro from Wichita covering all 15 dishes and drinks can be found here on the
food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Rebecca Leigh likes about Saigon Bistro:
The best pho in Wichita! I’ve been searching for the best pho locally and finally found it! The broth is so rich,

tender meat, and always the perfect temperature! Nice and clean establishment and always great service! read
more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat and drink in pleasant weather. What Sarah H

doesn't like about Saigon Bistro:
This restaurant is trying to accommodate their food to American tastes and palates but the food does not deliver
flavor. The pho is the blandest pho I ever had in my life and the broth tasted like water. The spring rolls do not
typically come with hoisin sauce as it is mainly sweet fish sauce. At least the food comes out fresh. Staff and

service are neutral while the establishment is fairly clean. The best part of th... read more. This Bistro is small
yet refined and captures attention not just with its ambiance, but also with its selection of typical, delicate meals

at typically affordable prices, With the catering service from Saigon Bistro in Wichita, the dishes can be eaten on-
site or at the event. It's precisely the freshness and lightness paired with the original Vietnamese spices that not

only brings delectable menus to the plate, but also puts the customers into a pleasant holiday feeling temporarily,
Likewise, the visitors of the establishment prefer the comprehensive selection of differing coffee and tea

specialities that the establishment provides.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Sauce�
ERDNUSSSAUCE

�ngerfoo�
JALAPENO

So� drink�
ICE TEA

Vegetable�
EGG ROLLS

Past� Zutate�
MEATBALLS

Ho� drink�
TEA

Shish�
MINT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
STEAK

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

MEAT

EGG

TRAVEL
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00 -19:30
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